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Conviction in the US Banking Sector Remains High
Despite high hopes entering the year, banking stocks, particularly regional banks, have
underwhelmed. The portfolio management team responsible for our Bank Opportunities and
Financial Industries strategies believes that investors should stay focused on long-term supportive
factors in the sector such as stronger earnings, industry consolidation, regulatory reform, and
attractive valuations.

Summary
The US Banking sector has lagged the market year-to-date in 2017: The S&P returned 13.2% through
26 September, while the S&P Composite 1500 Regional Banks Index gained 1.5%1. Although the sector
has underperformed over this time period, we believe that four supportive factors will boost the industry’s
prospects over the long-term: stronger earnings due to higher short-term rates and continued loan
growth, industry consolidation, regulatory reform and attractive valuations.

Stronger earnings due to interest rates and loan growth






Short-term interest rates have increased on the back of Federal Reserve (Fed) rate hikes. This
has boosted banks’ profits as the difference between interest earned from lender and paid out to
borrowers has increased.
Steady economic growth has supported loan growth. US second-quarter GDP growth was 3.1%2,
and economic activity is expected to remain solid throughout the second-half of 2017. As a result,
loan growth has increased in every category except home equity; loan growth at small and midcap banks has outpaced the industry.
Sector earnings are stronger: second quarter operating earnings-per-share growth for the median
bank was 12.5% year-on-year3; second-half earnings are on track to be similar.

Industry consolidation


Industry consolidation is a long-term perspective based on the structure of the banking industry.
Over the past five years, 250 M&A transactions, on average, have closed in the sector; this year
is on track to close a similar number of transactions 4. The pace of consolidation may continue as
banks seek greater efficiency through scale, look to spread compliance and technology costs
over a wider asset base, and excess capacity comes out of the system.
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Regulatory reform


In June 2017, the US Treasury Department released a paper that highlighted regulatory reforms
to “make regulation efficient, effective, and appropriately tailored” 5 . The report detailed 97
recommendations of changes to the regulatory landscape to improve the banking system: Of
these 97 recommendations, only about 1/3 would need Congressional approval and the
remaining 2/3 could be implemented by one or more of the regulatory agencies .We have already
seen some positive changes for the industry, and we believe this will continue as many of the
leaders of the various financial regulatory agencies take over and implement these
recommendations.

Attractive valuation


Banks remain attractively valued: they still trade below their long-term book value (Figure 1).
Numerous factors suggest that valuations may bounce back to normal levels including increased
earnings power, loan growth and operating leverage.
6

Figure 1: Banks remain attractively valued
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Conclusion
The banking sector is experiencing improving fundamentals. These trends, coupled with attractive
valuations, provide compelling opportunities for long-term investors.
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Disclaimer
Manulife Asset Management is the asset management division of Manulife Financial. The information and/or analysis contained in this material have been
compiled or arrived at from sources believed to be reliable but Manulife Asset Management does not make any representation as to their accuracy,
correctness, usefulness or completeness and does not accept liability for any loss arising from the use hereof or the information and/or analysis c ontained
herein. Neither Manulife Asset Management or its affiliates, nor any of their directors, officers or employees shall assum e any liability or responsibility for
any direct or indirect loss or damage or any other consequence of any person acting or not acting in reliance on the informat ion contained herein.
This material was prepared solely for informational purposes and does not constitute a recommendation, professional advice, an offer, solicitation or an
invitation by or on behalf of Manulife Asset Management to any person to buy or sell any security. Nothing in this material c onstitutes investment, legal,
accounting or tax advice, or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your individual circumstances, or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation to you. The economic trend analysis expressed in this material does not indicate any future investment performance
result. This material was produced by and the opinions expressed are those of Manulife Asset Management as of the date of t his publication, and are
subject to change based on market and other conditions. Past performance is not an indication of future results. Investment involves risk, including the loss
of principal. In considering any investment, if you are in doubt on the action to be taken, you should consult professional advisers.
Proprietary Information – Please note that this material must not be wholly or partially reproduced, distributed, circulated, disseminated, published or
disclosed, in any form and for any purpose, to any third party without prior approval from Manulife Asset Management.
These materials have not been reviewed by, are not registered with any securities or other regulatory authority, and may, where appropriate, be distributed
by the following Manulife entities in their respective jurisdictions.
Indonesia: PT Manulife AsetManajmenIndonesia. Malaysia: Manulife Asset Management Services Berhad. Thailand: Manulife Asset Management
(Thailand) Company Limited. Singapore: Manulife Asset Management (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. (Company Registration Number: 200709952G). Vietnam:
Manulife Asset Management (Vietnam) Company Ltd. Australia, South Korea and Hong Kong: Manulife Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited in Hong
Kong and has not been reviewed by the HK Securities and Futures Commission (SFC). Philippines: Manulife Asset Management and Trust Corporation
Japan: Manulife Asset Management (Japan) Limited. Taiwan: Manulife Asset Management (Taiwan) Pte. Ltd. (Investment is not protected by deposit
insurance, insurance guaranty fund or other protection mechanism in Taiwan. For the disputes resulted from the investment, you may file a complaint to the
Securities Investment Trust & Consulting Association of the R.O.C. or Financial Ombudsman Institution. License No. 106 Jin-Guan-Tou-Xin-Xin-008
"Independently operated by Manulife Asset Management (Taiwan) Co., Ltd." /6F., No.89, Songren Rd., Taipei, Taiwan 11073, Tel: (02)2757-5999,
Customer Service: 0800-070-998.)
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